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N. V. B~.Lov, N. N. NERO~COVA and T. S. S~m~ovA. The 
Shubnikov groups. 

I. I. S ~ r A ~ o v s ~ _ L  The evolution of the science of 
crystal forms. 

I. S. Zw~.LVD~.V. The symmet ry  of homogeneous,  con- 
tinuous, isotropic media  in tensor, scalar and vector 
fields. 

B. K. V ~ S t r r E r N .  The in tensi ty  of the  reflexions in 
electron-diffraction pat terns  (general case).  

A. I. KrrAmO~ODS~I. The theory of relations between 
structure ampli tudes and methods  for the  direct 
analysis of crystal structures. 

V. I. V~S~.~-KO and G. S. Z~D~OV. The automat ic  syn- 
thesis of two-dimensional  pictures of atomic structures. 

N. V. BELov. New silicate structures. 
M. A. PORAI-KOSmTS, E. K. Y u x _ ~ o ,  A. S. ANTSlSH- 

xncA and L. M. DI~A~EVA. The atomic structure of 
crystals of complex compound of nickel of the  acido- 
amine type. 

Yu. T. STRUCB:KOV and T. L. KHOTSYANOVA. X-ray 
investigation of the crystal structures of certain de- 
rivatives of ferrocene. 

T. L. KHOTSYANOVA and Yu.  T. ST~UCtrKOV. The 
crystal structures of the  diphenyl  compounds of 
bivalent  halides. 

Z. G. PINS~_E~ and S. V. KAV~R~. Electron-diffraction 
investigation of the nitrides and carbides of t ransi t ion 
metals. 

B. B. ZvYAGn¢. Electronographie de terminat ion  of the  
structure of eeladonite. 

G. B. B o x n  and G. A. KvKr~A. The crystal chemistry 
of complex compounds of bivalent  p la t inum (the effect 
of ' t rausdireet ing'  influences in crystalline materials). 

Z. V. ZvONXGVA. A crystallochemical invest igation of the  
structures of certain complex compounds.  

V. I. IVERONOVA, A. P. ZVYAOINA and A. A. KATS- 
NEL'SO~¢. Distortions of the crystal lattice in solid 
solutions. 

Yu.  A. BAGA/tYATSKII and Yu. D. TYAPKIN. Tho 
mechanism of structural  t ransformations in tho ageing 
of nickel-based alloys. 

A. V. S~rUBI~IKOV. On the  formation of spherulites. 
G. G. LEMiVlI~EIN, E. D. DUKGVA and A. A. CB:EI%NOV. 

An investigation of the dynamics of certain elementary 
growth and evaporation processes of crystals. 

n. i%/[. BELYAEV, V. A. PER3L'SHTEIN and V. P. PANOVA. 
An investigation of the  distr ibution of an act ivator  in 
alkali-halide crystals using a radioactive tracer method .  

N. A. S~MBA and N. N. StmFTAL'. The spiral growth of 
silicon crystals. 
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Teoria de los M6todos Roentp, eno~,raficos del 
Cristal Giratorio. By FERNANDO HUERTA. Pp.  
135. Madr id :  I n s t i t u t o  de Fisica 'Alonso de San ta  
Cruz'. 1955. Price 50 pesetas.  

This useful geometrical s tudy gives a classification and 
discussion of those diffraction methods  which use a 
crystal rotat ing about an axis (say verticM), mono- 
chromatic incident X-rays (horizontal) and either a 
cylindrical or plane film which can be fixed, or moved  
by  a train of gears while the crystal rotat ion takes place. 
For  rotat ion and oscillation diagrams the  film is fixed; 
for Weissenberg diagrams the  cylindrical film is shifted 
parallel to the axis of rotat ion of the  crystal; for Sauter 
diagrams the plane film, normal to the incident rays, is 
ro ta ted ;  in the de J o n g - B o u m a n  method  the  plane of the 
rota t ing film is parallel to the  incident ray and its axis of 
rota t ion parallel to, but  offset from, the  axis about  which 
the  crystal rotates. Finally, in one of Schiebold's methods,  

a cylindrical film whose axis remains normal  to the  in- 
cident ray, rotates about an axis coinciding wi th  this ray. 
While these are known methods,  the  author 's  systematic  
survey leads to three more types:  a Weissenberg me thod  
in which the  film cylinder performs a screw mot ion  
instead of a simple t ranslat ion;  a rota t ion me thod  in 
which the  cylindrical film rotates about  the  same axis 
as the crystal; and a modification of the de J o n g - B o u m a n  
method  in which the axis of rotat ion of the  crystal and  
tha t  of the flat film are not  offset but  coincide, while a 
diaphragm cuts out one half of the  cones of diffraetion. 
The book deals wi th  the  indexing and the  advantages  
tha t  can be obtained from the various methods,  wi th6ut  
discussing intensity factors. The Buerger procession 
me thod  is explained in a two-page appendix.  
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